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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to
unconditionally serve others.
NEXT MEETING

Sunday 30 November 2014

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
While I was reflecting on what to write in my
last President’s Report for 2014, I thought about
our DSV website. It think it’s wonderful that people
Google about dowsing and find us that way.
Recently I’ve received a number of calls from
people wanting to know more about the DSV. I’ve
been able to connect some of our members and
Committee members with various ones who were
looking for dowsing assistance. One person had
just bought a property in the country and wanted a
dowser to determine whether there was
underground water suitable to sink a bore and to
dowse to find any underground springs.
Another person wanted dowsing help to find a
lost object. Someone else wanted assistance in
finding a safe place on a new property to build
their home. Yet another person was seeking
dowsing assistance to heal a ‘sick home’. These
inquiries covered many facets of dowsing and
serve as a reminder of how far-reaching the work
can be. It shows that more and more people are
discovering that dowsing involves a great deal
more than finding water.
With the surge in interest, Heather Wilks and I
are looking at possibly running our separate
workshops again. I hold mine over two afternoons,
usually on a Saturday. In my Basic Dowsing class
I teach beginners how to get their pendulum/rods
moving and I touch on many things that dowsing
can be used for. I tend to allow people a month or
more to practice and then hold an Advanced
Dowsing workshop which goes into more detail
about geopathic stress in particular but also other
aspects of dowsing.
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Heather likes to run one-day workshops. As
well as introducing dowsing to beginners, she
helps dowsers having difficulty trusting their
dowsing, to build their confidence. She covers
a lot of advanced dowsing with a focus on
using dowsing to heal. And she told us at the
last meeting that she’s almost finished writing
her dowsing ebook.
If you’d like to learn more about dowsing at
a workshop run by either of us, please contact
us for details.
I was very grateful to our Committee
members for their prayers, healing and support
for me after I broke my arm. More recently
they’ve been supporting Shahla Deeby, our
long-time member who also broke her arm in a
fall and has since had major surgery. Please
add to the Committee’s absent healings to
support her while she is recovering. We can
then look forward to welcoming her back with a
cheery smile over those afternoon teas she
kindly arranges for us. Thanks to everyone for
sending healing support to Shahla.
Lyn Wood, President
NEXT MEETING
Time & Date:
2.00 pm, Sunday 30 November 2014
(1.30 pm for dowsing practice)
Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)
Melways: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off
Stephensons Road
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OUR NEXT MEETING
For our next meeting on Sunday 30 November
we have another new speaker. Mari Metcalfe is a
DSV member of both the DSV and the British
Dowsers – attending meetings for both – Mari is in
a fairly unique position. She can provide us with
dowsing perspectives from both the northern and
southern hemispheres.
Mari will present to us on the topic of
“Archaeological Dowsing”. She has recently
returned from Dorchester On Thames, 8 miles (13
km) from Oxford in Britain.

GONE IN 60 SECONDS
By Mick Moran, DSV Life-member.

There are many forms of energy around us.
Most we know about, but there are some most
people have never heard of. The energy I’m
referring to here are earth energies. All matter
is made up of vibrational energy. This also
includes humans. We are all surrounded by an
energy field, sometimes called an aura. The
earth is no different. It is a living breathing
entity and is emitting all kinds of energies,
some good, some not so good. About my latest
experiences ….
Mick Moran: energydowsing@hotmail.com

Depiction of Roman architfacts

The Director of Archaeology in the British
Dowsing Society investigated her garden and with
his dowsing was able to verify not only her
suspected Roman road, but a Roman wall at the
boundary of her property as well.

OUR LAST MEETING
Mike Morrison introduced us to his Earth
Guarden composter, the Bio Fuel system he
created for composting kitchen scraps. He
described it as an apartment house for worms!
He also introduced us to some exciting new
prospects that are now in his sights, which hold
great promise in terms of putting a great deal of
waste products to valuable use in the
environment. This covered items like finely-ground
glass for use as a fertiliser – a great way to
overcome discarded glass bottles etc. Another
was the value of old coffee grounds as a magic
compost ingredient. He was excited about the
possibilities of sheep manure as a powerful
fertiliser ingredient. And he shared his excitement
about a new high-speed lawn clipping composting
technique he’d discovered.
Mike’s BioFuelCells are available for purchase from
his site: http://www.earthguarden.com

CHANNELLED POEMS
Another welcome contribution by Shahla
Deeby, Life Member of the DSV.
Blessing
The Universe is blessing my life
Maing me the happiest wife
It is allowing it to be
And together great things
We are to experience and see.
Healing the earth, loving humanity
Alll enjoying Peace, Love and Serenity.
27 January 2014
Shahla shared this with me before her trip to
hospital for her recent operation. Ed.
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You can also choose from a wide selection
of DVDs, CDs and books. We have new
supplies of Raymon Grace’s book,
“Techniques That Work For Me”.

DSV LIBRARY
The DSV Library regularly receives dowsing
newsletters and journals from dowsing
organisations all over the world.
We also have an extensive range of
excellent dowsing books available.

FILM: THE WATER DIVINER
The film we’ve been waiting for by Australiabased New Zealand actor Russell Crowe will be
released in Australia on Boxing Day 2014. The
film, “The Water Diviner” is a fictional account
based on some fact – about a man who travelled
to Gallipoli in Turkey in WWI to find his two
missing sons who had gone missing. Russell
Crowe is both the director and he also takes the
lead acting role.
http://thewaterdivinerfilm.wordpress.com/

DSV MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Just a reminder that DSV annual Membership
fees are due in February each year, prior to the
AGM in April.
Remember, you need to be a paid-up member
to vote at the AGM - and also to have access to
borrowing anything from the extensive DSV
Library.
If you’re unable to attend meetings in person
we offer Associate Membership. It’s now $10
annually to receive our Newsletters by email or
$15 if you want to have our Newsletters posted to
you.
Simply email Malcolm for transfer details:
maldav1151@me.com

As a DSV member you are entitled to
borrow any of our library items. Please feel
free to browse through our library when you
visit us for the next DSV meeting.

DSV RECORDINGS ON CD
We now have 33 speakers available on CD:

The CDs from our various presentations are
available at meetings for $5 each, and are a
great idea for listening to at your leisure, giving
as a gift, or to purchase for yourself if you
missed a speaker you really wanted to hear.
Our CDs can also be posted. Please add $8
for pack and post costs (for up to four discs)
mailed within Australia. (For NZ add $AU15.
For Asia add $AU18. For everywhere else in
the world please add $AU20.)
Simply send a note, giving us your name,
full address, the names of the CDs you’d like to
order and enclose a cheque or money order
(including postage) to: The DSV, Mail to “DSV,
PO Box 2635, Mount Waverley, Vic 3149”.

THE 5 RULES OF HAPPINESS
Edited from an article by Burt Goldman, creator
of Quantum Jumping.

Rule No 1: If You like a Thing, Enjoy It.
Rule No 2: If You Don’t Like a Thing, Avoid It.
Rule No 3: If You Don’t Like a Thing, and You
Cannot Avoid It, Change It.

MOON CALENDARS
Thanks to DSV member Susane Starc, the
2015 Astrological Calendars with the Moon
Planting Guide will be available to purchase at the
DSV meeting on 30 Nov 2014.

THE DSV SHOP
The DSV shop is well stocked with a broad
range of different instruments – dowsing rods,
pendulums and whizzes.

Rule No 4: If You Don’t Like a Thing, Cannot
Avoid It, and Cannot or will Not Change It,
Accept It.
Rule No 5: You Accept a Thing By Changing
Your Attitude Towards It.
NOTE: This an Extract of the DSV
November Newsletter. Join us and you’ll
receive the entire Newsletter.

Please write the DSV Meeting Dates in your diary today:
2014 date – Sunday 30 November
2015 dates – Sunday 15 February, 19 April, 21 June (TBA - August, October, November)
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